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Abstract Executable software models formalize functional software requirements.
This means that the understandability of software models is of paramount importance. In this paper, we investigate the influence of distribution of model
cyclomatic complexity on the understandability of Executable Translatable UML
(xtUML) models. We adapt traditional cyclomatic complexity metrics to different xtUML sub-models and present two different ways of measuring complexity
distribution: horizontal, among elements of the same type, and vertical, among
elements of different types. In order to test our hypothesis that cyclomatic complexity distribution influences the understandability of xtUML models, we have
performed an experiment with student participants in which we have evaluated the
understandability of three semantically equivalent xtUML models with different
complexity distributions. Results indicate that a better distribution of cyclomatic
complexity has a positive influence on model understandability.
Keywords xtUML · understandability · cyclomatic complexity · distribution

1 Introduction
Traditionally, software models are used in the initial stages of the software development process: for requirements analysis, documentation, or early design purposes.
The first formal use of UML-based models in software development typically meant
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using class models to generate the initial source code skeleton, which is then used
as a base for traditional software development. The problem with such, elaborative
approach is that the software skeleton generated from the initial model typically
changes over time which makes the model deprecated.
Executable software models are changing this elaborative paradigm by making
the model a central development artifact. A key feature of executable models is
their ability to be executed, which implies the possibility of testing. In order for
a model to become executable, it must become computationally complete, that
is, in addition to the structure, the model must specify the details of application
behavior [32]. The traditional iterative software development process of testing
and correction can then be applied to models themselves. After a model is verified
and meets all functional requirements, it is used to generate the application source
code. In this translational process, the source code is considered as a temporary
asset on the way from a model to binary form used in production. The intellectual
property of such software development is not the source code, but a model of the
application, as well as the translation mechanism used to generate the source code
[47].
The paradigm of executable software models was introduced by Model Driven
Architecture (MDA)[36] [22] [43] [35]. One of the oldest and most mature executable UML methodologies is Executable Translatable UML (xtUML) [5], a successor to the Shlaer-Mellor object-oriented methodology [55], adapted to the UML
graphical notation. An open source tool – BridgePoint [42] [41] supports xtUML
model development and is the main enabler of the methodology. There are, however, other methodologies and approaches to MDA. Except for xtUML, the Object
Management Group (OMG) has published a Foundational subset for executable
UML models (fUML) [38] which simplifies the UML standard and defines precise
semantics for the execution of UML models. The main goal of this effort is to
establish a standard language and execution semantics that will be common to all
higher level languages, including xtUML. By applying the translational approach,
other languages would only translate to fUML formalisms and reuse its execution
and code generation tool chain.
There are several important implications of the translational approach used by
executable software models. First, it is possible to separate functional and nonfunctional requirements. The model is used to specify functional requirements in
the simplest possible way, while decisions about platform, language, robustness,
and speed are handled in the code generator. In this way, the software model
becomes independent of the platform on which the application will be executed
and of the target language of the generated source code. Besides obvious reuse
benefits, the separation of functional and non-functional requirements means that
models can become more abstract and therefore simpler and more approachable
to domain experts.
In general, cognitive simplicity and understandability of software is the result
of clear abstractions, i.e. clear links between formal concepts used to formalize the
software and actual domain concepts they represent [24]. Since functional and nonfunctional requirements can be separated, executable software models no longer
have to be a compromise between simplicity and application implementation constraints. The focus of executable software models can be entirely moved to the
clarity of application’s functional specifications. This means that the understand-
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ability of a model becomes essential. Because of this, objectively measuring model
understandability is of paramount importance.
Approaches to measuring software understandability can be categorized into
two groups: i) linguistic, which focus on the similarity between software element
identifiers and domain concepts [24], and ii) metric-based which are concerned with
the relationship between different software metrics and software understandability
[18] [21].
The main contribution of this paper is a metric-based approach to measuring
software understandability centered on cyclomatic complexity. Cyclomatic complexity is a metric based on the number of linearly independent execution paths
through an application. Traditionally, the majority of software metrics are applied
to source code, but in this case, since we are dealing with models, we adapted the
existing cyclomatic complexity measures to xtUML models. We present a way to
calculate the integrated cyclomatic complexity of a complete xtUML model and
different ways to distribute it across a model.
Next, we propose the following hypothesis: (H) The understandability of
xtUML models is influenced by the model’s distribution of cyclomatic
complexity. To validate this hypothesis we conducted an experiment with student participants in which we evaluated the understandability of three semantically equivalent models with different complexity distributions. Experiment results
have shown that there exists a connection between the distribution of cyclomatic
complexity and model understandability.
Our study is motivated with problems that often occur with executable software modeling. It is important to emphasize that merely using executable models
and software visualization does not guarantee that software will be better in any
aspect. In traditional software development abstractions are hidden in source code,
they are often neglected and are rarely systematically assessed. In our opinion, the
main benefit of executable software modeling is in the fact that it puts the quality
of abstractions, a key challenge of software development, in the focus of the software development process. In other words, executable modeling has the power to
expose our abstractions visually, but it does not guarantee that those abstractions
are of high quality. It is very difficult to objectively measure the quality of abstractions and the quality of xtUML models. Having methods that enable developers
to assign a quality metric to a certain model can help guide design decisions and,
in turn increase the quality of model-driven software systems.
This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the background required
for understanding the paper and related work relevant to our research. Section 3
describes our adaptations of cyclomatic complexity metric to different xtUML
sub-models. In section 4 we present a way to calculate the integrated cyclomatic
complexity of an xtUML model and the different ways of calculating complexity
distribution. Section 5 describes the experiment setup, while section 6 presents the
results. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Background and related work
In this section, we describe the xtUML model and the four sub-models comprising the model. This is followed by an explanation of factors affecting software
understandability, along with a description of cyclomatic complexity.
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2.1 xtUML
xtUML (eXecutable and Translatable Unified Modelling Language) [30] [62] is
an MDA methodology [31] and a successor to the Shlaer-Mellor object-oriented
methodology [55], [5] adapted to UML graphical notation. It is a software development language that uses the graphical notation of the standard UML, but also
defines precise execution and timing rules. xtUML models are semantically complete, and all information about software structure, behaviour, and processing is
integrated in such a way that xtUML models can be executed. Although intended
as a general-purpose language for executable software modelling, xtUML is probably best suited for embedded applications [33] [23]. In addition, as a graphical
software modelling methodology, it is not an optimal choice for highly algorithmic applications. Despite its simplicity and matureness, xtUML is still not widely
used in the software development community. One of the main reasons for this
was the fact that the main enabler of the language, the BridgePoint tool[40], was
not open source up until recently. This was also a reason why most of the executable software modeling community has gathered around OMG’s fUML[38] and
Alf[37] languages, which are more generic and closer to mainstream object-oriented
languages, but are also less mature and more complex than xtUML.
A system designed with xtUML is composed out of four interconnected types of
models: i) component models, which define the overall system architecture; ii) class
models, which define concepts and relations within a component; iii) state machine
models, which define class instance life-cycle; and the iv) processing model which
specifies execution details. The component, class, and state machine models are
graphical models, while the processing model is textual.

2.1.1 Components
The foundational building block of xtUML models are components. Each component is considered as a black-box that uses only interfaces to communicate with
other components. An xtUML interface is a definition of a message set that can
be used for inter-component communication. Interfaces are bidirectional and messages on a single interface can go in both directions.
Interfaces specify the types of component ports across which the actual communication is performed. Two components may only be connected across ports
that are typed by the same interface, and where one component should provide
the interface, while the other should require it. While interfaces are merely a specification of possible messages described with names, parameters, and directions
relative to the “provider side”, ports can actually contain action code that specifies actions to be taken when a certain message is received. It is important to
emphasize that only incoming messages can be associated with action code.
The communication between two components can be either synchronous or
asynchronous. Synchronous inter-component communication is enabled with interface operations, while asynchronous communication is achieved through interface
signals. Figure 1 shows an example of an xtUML component model.
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Fig. 1 An example of component model.

2.1.2 Classes
An xtUML class model describes domain concepts and the relationships between
instances of those concepts. Similarly as in other object-oriented languages, a
simple relation in xtUML is defined by two relation ends, each of them defined
with multiplicity and conditionality flags, as well as with a phrase describing its
semantics. Different combinations of multiplicity and conditionality flags specify
different runtime limitations that apply to the number of instances on a relation
end (see table 1)

Table 1 Different flag combinations and associated meaning.
Conditionality
flag
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE

Multiplicity
flag
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE

Symbol
0..1
1
*
1..*

Instance number
limitation
at most one
exactly one
zero or more
at least one

Associative relations are used in cases where there is need to model details of a
simple relation. Typically this includes cases when a relation has some attributes or
a life-cycle of its own. In that case, a relation is represented as an associative class
which can have all typical class features: a state machine, attributes, operations, or
even relations towards other classes. Since an associative class is both a relation and
a class, the mere existence of an associative class instance implies the existence of
a pair of instances of related classes (non-associative classes involved in associative
relation) and a link between them.
Unlike some other object-oriented (OO) languages such as C++ or Java, a
generalization relation in xtUML assumes the existence of two separate instances
which should be created independently and related explicitly by the user, the same
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way as it is done with simple relations. In addition, an xtUML subclass does not
inherit superclass operations and attributes. In the majority of OO languages,
generalization is mostly used as an extension mechanism, but this is not the case
with xtUML. The main purpose of such relation is to split an instance population
into complete and disjoint sets of subclass instances. Complete sets means that
there may be no other subclasses other than those stated initially, i.e. we cannot
easily add new subclasses to an existing generalization relation; we can only add
a new generalization relation and specify its complete and disjoint subclasses.
Disjoint subclass instance sets imply that a single superclass instance is only
related to a single subclass instance per generalization relation; a superclass is
related to as many subclass instances as the number of generalization relations
it defines. This semantics is very different from traditional OO semantics, but it
does not assume anything about the target language. Generalization relations in
xtUML do not rely on inheritance mechanism of traditional OO generalization
and may be applied easily to non-OO languages as well.

2.1.3 State machines
State machine models in xtUML can only be defined within a context of a class.
Typically, a state machine is used to visualize the life cycle of a class instance,
and is usually composed out of one or more numbered states. Figure 2 shows an
example state machine model.

Fig. 2 Graphical view of the state machine

At a certain point in time, an instance can only be in one state, and it can
move from one state to another only if there exists an explicit transition between
those states. A transition is triggered by a certain event and cannot be addition-
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ally guarded with extra conditions. In case where a transition does not have an
associated event, the transition cannot occur.
With each transition we can associate some action code which will be executed
when the instance moves from one state to another, following the transition. In
addition, action code can also be associated with state entries, which means that
we can execute additional action code, just after the execution of the transition
code. On the other hand, action code cannot be associated with state exits nor
with the fact that an instance resides in some state.
When a class instance, that has an associated state machine, is created, it
immediately starts in the initial state, the lowest numbered state. Even though
action code can be associated with state transition and state entries, in this case,
even if the initial state has associated entry code, no code is executed since the
instance is immediately placed in a state, without transitioning to it.
After being created, an instance waits for events that will move it to different
states. If no events occur, the instance will remain in the initial state until deleted.
If an event occurs, the corresponding transition action code (also called transition
effect behaviour) is executed. This is followed by target state entry behaviour. Note
that those two behaviours are always executed in a sequence, one after another,
as a single Request-To-Completion (RTC) step, without any interruptions. After
an event is processed, the instance resides in a new state and awaits for further
events. This is repeated until the instance reaches the end of its life-cycle, which
happens in the following situations:
– The instance reaches its final state. After executing the final-state entry behavior, the instance is deleted.
– The instance receives an event that it does not know how to handle; a runtime
error happens. The current execution is stopped and all available information
is logged for troubleshooting.
– The instance is explicitly deleted, if some other code request instance deletion.
An instance can process a certain event if its current state has exactly one
outgoing transition that is triggered by that event. For other cases, the developer
should specify a State-Event matrix (figure 3) which defines what action should be
performed for any state, event combination. Unlike the graphical view of the state
machine (figure 2), the state-event matrix represents a complete state machine
with all possible combinations of states and events.

Fig. 3 State-event matrix view of the state machine

Notice that for handling cases when a state is not ready to receive an event,
the modeller has two options: to simply ignore the event (Event Ignored, figure 3),
or to trigger an error handling procedure (Can’t Happen, figure 3). When an event
is ignored, nothing happens, an instance remains in its current state, ready to
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receive new events. On the other hand, when an error case occurs, the execution is
stopped and the error details are logged. The act of deciding which action should
be taken in case an unexpected event occurs is not automated, and should be a
part of the modelling decisions done by the modeler.

2.1.4 Processing code
The processing code, written in Object Action Language (OAL), describes the
behavioural details of an xtUML model. It can be associated with port incoming
messages, functions, class and instance-based operations, derived attributes, state
machine transitions, and state entries.

Fig. 4 Statements affecting control flow execution in OAL language.

Code execution starts at the first statement of the action and proceeds sequentially through the succeeding lines as directed by program’s control logic.
The execution of an action terminates when the last statement is completed. The
control-flow is affected by synchronous invocations, asynchronous event handling,
conditional if branches and conditional loops (while and for ), see figure 4.
Processing code is the only textual model in xtUML, because it is more efficient to specify processing instructions in a textual than in a visual way. Behind
the scenes, processing models are represented with corresponding instances in the
xtUML meta-model, similarly to component, class, or state machine models. From
the perspective of execution and code generation tools, the processing code is handled similarly as other three models.

2.2 Other executable software methodologies
This section will briefly cover the other executable software model methodologies
and standards.
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2.2.1 Real-time Object-Oriented Modeling (ROOM) methodology
UML-RT is a UML profile defined by IBM for the design of distributed event-based
applications. The profile is based on the Real-Time Object-Oriented Modeling
(ROOM) methodology [51] and was implemented in the RSA-RTE [28] product,
an extension of IBM’s Rational Software Architect (RSA) product.
The basis of UML-RT is the notion of capsules that at the same time can have
both the internal structure (via capsule parts) and behaviour (via a state machine).
Capsules can be nested, and can communicate synchronously and asynchronously
via messages that are sent and received through ports. The types of messages that
a port can transmit are defined by protocols. Unlike xtUML components, capsules
can be created both statically at design time and dynamically at run-time.
RSA-RTE tool allows several languages to be used to specify actions (e.g. C,
C++ and Java). Model execution is only possible by translation to source code,
but no model-level interpreter is available, at least not in the sense provided by
the BridgePoint [42] tool.
2.2.2 Foundational Subset for Executable UML Models (FUML)
Realizing the importance of simplicity and clear semantics that are missing from
UML standards, the OMG defined the semantics of a foundational subset for executable UML models(fUML)[38]. The main goal of this standard is to act as an
intermediary language between surface subsets of UML used for modeling and
computational platform languages used as the target for model execution. fUML
is designed to be compact, in order to facilitate the definition of clear semantics
and the implementation of execution tools. In addition, it is supposed to be easily
translated from common surface subsets of UML to fUML and from fUML to common computational platform languages. However, if the feature to be translated
is excluded from fUML, the surface-to-fUML translator has to generate a coordinated set of fUML elements that has the same effect as that feature. Then the
fUML-to-platform translator would need to recognize the pattern generated by the
surface-to-fUML generator, in order to map this back into the desired feature of
the target language. Compactness can therefore conflict with ease of translation.
One of the future directions of UML is executable modelling which assumes
simplicity and clear execution semantics. However, the problem with fUML is that
tool support is weak and whether it will be accepted by the community.
2.2.3 Action Language for FUML (ALF)
The Action Language for Foundational UML (or ALF ) [37] is a textual surface
representation for UML modeling elements. The execution semantics for ALF are
given by mapping the ALF concrete syntax to the abstract syntax of fUML. The
primary goal of an action language is to act as the surface notation for specifying
executable behaviors within a wider model. ALF also provides an extended notation that may be used to represent structural modelling elements. Therefore, it is
possible to represent an UML model entirely using ALF. However, ALF syntax
only directly covers the limited subset of UML structural modelling available in
the fUML subset.
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ALF is important because it is an attempt to standardize the action language
for executable software models based on UML. In addition to that, a possibility to
completely specify an fUML model using textual notation also helps alleviate the
problem of poor tool support for resolving version conflicts in graphical models
[57]. Since ALF is actually a textual surface notation for fUML models, higher
level languages can be translated directly to ALF (instead to fUML). In such
form, higher level models will be able to use ALF virtual machines and translate
to target source code using ALF translators.

2.3 Software understandability
Software understandability or program understanding includes activities needed
to obtain a general knowledge of what a software product does and how the parts
work together [1]. In this section, we describe the factors influencing the understandability and related work.
2.3.1 Software understandability factors
There are several factors influencing software understandability:
– Functional size of software is the main factor influencing understandability.
It refers to the number and complexity of use cases that the software system
satisfies, and not the implementation size [3] [25] [39]. Unless we are interested
in the relation between functional size and the understandability of software,
comparing the understandability of software applications of various sizes is
problematic.
– Programming language used for implementing the software system. Different
implementation languages have different readability which influences source
code understandability.
– Consistency and quality of naming conventions. As indicated by Laitinen [24]
and Rajlich [48], the similarity between concepts used for software elements
identifiers and domain concepts used in application specification is one of the
key factors influencing the understandability of the application. The strength
of mapping between those two sets of concepts reflects the consistency and
intuitiveness of naming and coding conventions in the source code.
– Modularisation approach, choice of design alternative and complexity distribution. Different approaches to source code modularization [61] and the quality of
the modularization [50] have an impact on the comprehension of the software
source code. Notice that better modularization also implies better complexity
distribution.
Most empirical evaluations of software understandability are based on subjective evaluation made by experts in which understandability of a number of
software applications of different sizes, domains, and authors is ranked [49]. The
main problem with such evaluations is precision, because the factors affecting software comprehension are confounded. In order to precisely relate source code or
model understandability with some of the mentioned factors, it is necessary to
eliminate all other factors, and variate the remaining factor. In our work we are
focused on the relation between complexity distribution, introduced by different
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modularization techniques, and model understandability. In order to evaluate this
relationship, we need to minimize the effect of remaining three factors (functional
size of software, programming language, and the consistency and quality of naming
conventions).
2.3.2 Software understanding process and theories
The process of software comprehension usually starts by mapping domain concept
names with source code identifiers relying on programmers intuition and experience. If this technique fails, a more formal, string pattern matching process is
typically used. When these name-mapping techniques fail to locate the concepts,
programmers typically instrument the code with various logs and execute different
application features. This process of execution and trace-mapping is known as dynamic search or software reconnaissance [60] [13]. In addition to dynamic analysis,
static analysis can also be performed [7]. Starting from the program or test case
main function, top down control and/or data flow tracing can be used to find the
relevant part of the source code.
Rajlich et. al. [48] introduced the process of concept location which implies
a mapping between domain concepts and their code implementation. The first
and the most significant phase in the concept location process is based on the
similarity between names in software specification documents and identifiers used
in the software implementation. In order to measure this similarity, Laitinen [24]
considered that a language is a set of symbols with associated meanings. In this
sense, every person, article, or source code has a language of its own. Languages
are said to be related if they share the same symbol and its meaning. Smaller
and more closely related languages are easier to understand than larger and more
distantly related languages. With such definition of a language, only a relative
measure of understandability makes sense.
Since these techniques are based on naming similarities, they are often not
good enough at handling the problem of homonyms, synonyms, and polysemy. An
additional problem in maintenance is that the vocabulary used to describe the
software evolves and it may significantly differ from the initial vocabulary used for
implementation. In addition to that, some domain concepts are not represented
explicitly in the source code and cannot be found in this way.
There are also some more advanced approaches that are not based on naming
similarities. Latent Semantic Indexing(LSI)[19] [12] is based on the fact that words
with similar meaning appear close in the documents. The meaning of words in LSI
is derived from their usage rather than from a dictionary or thesaurus. LSI has
been shown to address problems of polysemy and synonymy [19] quite well which
makes it a good fit for source feature/concept search problem because developers
usually construct queries without precise knowledge about the target vocabulary
[46].
2.3.3 A relation between software metrics and understandability
Understandability of a software artefact is a key factor in software maintainability. Problems with managing software projects and predicting maintenance efforts
indicate a need for objective prediction of software maintainability. The common
usage of software metrics is the creation of maintainability prediction models.
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Welker [59] noticed a spiral of code degradation through maintenance and has
proposed an integrated maintainability measure. The benefit of such integrated
measure is the objective quantification of code degradation which could be used
in software management decision support. Zhou [63] empirically investigated the
relationship between 15 design metrics and the maintainability of 148 Java open
source software. The results indicate that size and complexity are strong predictors
of maintainability while cohesion and coupling metrics do not seem to have a
significant impact on maintainability.
Nazir [34], proposed a regression model for estimating the understandability of
OO software using the number of attributes, the number of associations, and the
maximum depth of inheritance as metrics. He evaluated the model by correlating
it with expert ratings on 28 programs, and reported the correlation of 0,948. Van
Koten [58] proposed a Bayesian network maintainability prediction model for an
object-oriented software system and has compared it with the prediction of traditional regression models. The model used Li and Henry’s set of object-oriented
metrics [26] collected from two different object-oriented systems. His results suggest that the Bayesian network model can predict maintainability more accurately
than the regression-based models. Shibata et. al. [54] proposed a stochastic, queueing model for predicting software reliability and maintainability. The model used
real software fault detection/correction data obtained from practice. Aggarwal et.
al. [2] proposed an integrated fuzzy-logic model of understandability which takes
into account the number of comments in the source code, the quality of documentation calculated through the Gunnings Fog index [16], and the similarity between
the language of the specification and the one used in source code [24].
Riaz et. al. [49] made a systematic overview of software maintainability prediction and metrics and concluded that there is no obvious model for prediction of
software maintainability. They have indicated that most of the metrics are based
on size, complexity, and coupling gathered on source code level. Maintainability
in most of the studies is based on experts judgment and is expressed on an ordinal
scale.

2.4 Cyclomatic complexity
Cyclomatic complexity, introduced by McCabe [29], is a software metric most
frequently used to estimate testing effort required to achieve complete branch coverage. It is a quantitative measure of the number of linearly independent paths
through the program’s source code. The main approach when calculating McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity is to represent software as a single-entry, single-exit
(SESE) control flow graph (CFG). Edges in such a graph represent the possible control flows between blocks of code that contain no control flow branches.
Regardless of the number of lines of code they actually contain, such blocks are
represented with a single node in the graph. The initial approach taken by McCabe actually represented each software module (subroutine) as a separate, fully
connected single-entry and single-exit CFG [29]. This approach is useful to estimate unit testing effort, because each subroutine is observed independently. An
alternative approach, proposed by Henderson-Sellers et. al. [17] proposed that
software should be observed as a single CFG with a single entry and a single exit
node. This approach is useful for estimating software integration testing and has
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shown that a single, big SESE graph can be constructed from multiple smaller
ones.
In Henderson-Sellers [17] approach multiple-entry, multiple-exit (MEME) graphs
are handled in the following way: multiple entries in multiple-entry, single-exit
(MESE) modules represent a module reuse mechanism and do not affect module’s cyclomatic complexity. Generally, single-entry, multiple-exit (SEME) nodes
typically occur in branches of if structures where an immediate return (”early
exit”) to the calling module occurs. One way of handling such cases is to add an
additional, virtual node for each early exit and connect it with virtual edges to
early and normal exit nodes. This means we need to add one point to cyclomatic
complexity for each exit (+1 = 2 new edges - 1 new node). The formula is given
with:

CCseme = e − n + p + 1 +

p−1
X

(rj − 1)

(1)

j=1

where rj is the number of exit points in the graph representation of the j-th
module and there are p-1 such modules (subroutines). This means that modules with multiple exit points increase the overall module complexity. In addition,
Henderson-Sellers noted that multiple entries can be considered as a reuse mechanism and that multiple-entry, multiple-exit (MEME) modules can be treated as
modules with multiple exit points. This implies that previous equation applies to
such modules as well.
Strongly connected graphs are those in which each node can reach any other
node. In our case, a CFG of a single method or complete software is not strongly
connected but it can be turned into one by adding a single, virtual edge from the
exit to the entry node.

3 Measuring cylcomatic complexity of xtUML models
xtUML builds applications from four different types of models: component models,
class models, state-machine models, and processing code. Component and class
models describe the structure, while state machines and action code describe the
runtime behavior of an application.
When calculating cyclomatic complexity of an application, we are interested in
application runtime behaviour, so the focus should be on the behavioural aspects
of the model: state machines and processing code. However, structural parts of
xtUML models only partially visualize model’s cyclomatic complexity. Because of
this, when discussing cyclomatic complexity of structural models, we discuss the
complexity of processing code visualized by those models.
In this section, we present our approach for calculating cyclomatic complexity
visualized by structural parts of the application (component and class models), as
well as the total cyclomatic complexity from the behavioural parts of the model
(state machines and processing code). Later, we will utilize these metrics to determine the distribution of cyclomatic complexity across different model layers.
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3.1 Cyclomatic complexity of components
Components are foundational building blocks of xtUML models. They are considered as black boxes that communicate though their interfaces. For this reason,
the cyclomatic complexity of xtUML components mostly depends on the interfaces that the component uses. Since the component model falls into the category
of structural models, we cannot calculate its cyclomatic complexity, but we can
calculate the complexity of visualized entry and exit points to the behaviours
wrapped within the component.
The basic approach for calculating cyclomatic complexity is constructing a
strongly connected single-entry, single-exit (SESE) control flow graph (CFG). Unfortunately, an xtUML component typically has many entry and exit points, and
it is not trivial to construct an SESE CFG from it.
The original Henderson-Seller’s approach states that multiple entries to a module can be ignored because multiple entries are used as a reuse mechanism for parts
of the CFG already taken into account. If we apply this idea to xtUML components, an estimation of cyclomatic complexity of an xtUML component should
be calculated by taking into account only exits on all component ports, while
entries to the component can be ignored. However, the issue when applying the
Henderson-Seller’s approach to xtUML components is dealing with multiple entries. Henderson-Sellers considered only strongly connected CFGs with multiple
entries, because this is the limitation introduced in the original McCabe’s calculus [29]. This means that additional entry nodes in a MESE CFG are reachable
even when they are not used as entry nodes (the left graph in figure 5). In other
words, there is at least one incoming edge leading to each entry node, implying
that there exists at least one control flow path where those nodes are not entry
nodes. This justifies ignoring multiple entry nodes when calculating cyclomatic
complexity using the Henderson-Sellers approach.
However, an entry point into an xtUML component is an entry point to an implementation of a port incoming message which cannot be invoked from behaviours
within a component. This means that entry nodes are not part of any existing path
in a CFG and that such graphs are not strongly connected (even when a single
virtual edge is added; the right graph in figure 5). Consequently, neither the original, nor the adapted Henderson-Sellers calculation can be applied to such graphs.
To handle this, we will adapt an approach similar to what Henderson-Sellers used
for single-entry, multiple-exit modules. For n entry nodes, we will add one new
(virtual) node and n new edges to connect the new virtual node with all entry
nodes. The new virtual node will then act as a single entry for the CFG which
will make the graph an SESE. This effectively increases cyclomatic complexity by
n − 1. When we incorporate this with the existing Henderson-Sellers [17] formula
applied to MEME CFGs we get:
CCmeme = e − n + p + 1 +

p−1
X
j=1

(rj − 1) +

p−1
X

(ik − 1)

(2)

k=1

where e is the number of edges, n is the number of nodes, p is the number
of (graph) components, rj is the number of exits from j-th connected component
and ik is the number of entries to the k-th component in the CFG. In case there
exists only a single connected graph component, the equation becomes:
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Fig. 5 MESE CFG considered by Henderson-Sellers [17] and the one created from xtUML
component.

CCmeme = e − n + 2 + (r − 1) + (i − 1) = e − n + r + i

(3)

where r is the number of exits and i the number of entries to the CFG. Notice
that eq. 2 and eq. 3 assume the existence of at least one exit and at least one entry,
in which case we get the original Henderson-Seller equation. Applying this to eq.
3 results with:
CCcompF ull = e − n + r + i = e − n + Nop + Nsig

(4)

where Nsig denotes the number of signals and Nop the number of operations
on all ports of a given xtUML component. Since each operation and each signal
represents either an entry or an exit from an xtUML component, the sum of all
operations and all signals on all xtUML component ports (Nop + Nsig ) is actually
equal to the sum of all entries and all exits from that component (r + i). Notice
that we did not differentiate between synchronous and asynchronous entries and
exits assuming that they equally contribute to cyclomatic complexity. For details
about this please refer to section 3.4.3 and figures 11 and 13.
Eq. 4 refers to the complete CFG of an xtUML component, including all of
its content. The part of overall xtUML model cyclomatic complexity visualized by
the component model can be calculated with the following equation:
CCcomp = Nop + Nsig

(5)

The Henderson-Sellers approach (and our alteration for multiple entries) assumes that a complete component CFG has at least one entry and at least one
exit node. However, in xtUML a component does not always need to have ports or
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messages on ports. Such components do not communicate with other components,
their complete CFG is closed inside the component which is used only as a package.
In that case, entry and exit nodes still exist but they are not explicitly exposed in
the component model which, in that case, does not give us any information about
cyclomatic complexity.
Notice that semantically equivalent interfaces may expose different cyclomatic
complexities, depending on the level of abstraction used to create messages on the
interface. A more general interface will have fewer messages, but it will also have
a larger total number of parameters. For example, consider a simple calculator
component: instead of four messages add, subtract, divide, and multiply with two
parameters, we can have a single message (performCalculatorOperation) with three
parameters where the additional parameter encodes the calculator operation to
perform. The total cyclomatic complexity of the component remains the same
because the port message code in the case with single message will need to branch
according to the value of the third parameter. This implies that, although eq. 4
seems to depend on the number of operations and signals on component interfaces,
it actually does not, because its effect is compensated with the remainder of the
equation (the e − n part). At the same time, the cylomatic complexity visualized
by the component model is lower in case of a more general interface because only
one interface operation is used. Despite the functional and cyclomatic equivalence
of models, a model with a specific interface is obviously simpler to comprehend
because it states the interface functionality more clearly.

3.2 Cyclomatic complexity of classes
Similarly as the component model, the class model describes the structure, and not
the behaviour of an xtUML model. As with a component model, this implies that
a class model only partially visualizes the cyclomatic complexity of processing.
A class model visualizes the cyclomatic complexity of processing code with its
operations and with the relations it exposes. Similarly to port operations, each
class operation adds two edges and a single node to the CFG effectively increasing
the cyclomatic complexity visualized by the class model by one (see figure 11):

CCoper =

Ncl
X

Noper (n)

(6)

n=1

where CCoper stands for cyclomatic complexity of class operations, Ncl is the
number of classes, and Noper (n) is the number of operations in the n − th class.
Class relations also have an influence on the processing model. The processing
code operates on class instances; it creates and relates them, selects them across relations, reads or changes their values, unrelates them, and eventually deletes them.
Single- or multi-hop instance selections across relations are a very important part
of the processing model, because each relation (chain) exposes specific meaning
within an application. Depending on the multiplicity and the conditionality of a
relation traversed in a selection statement, it will be followed by a i) conditional
loop (iterating across selected instances), ii) a conditional if branch (checking
for emptiness of a selection variable), iii) both, a loop and an if branch (if the
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relation was conditional and multiple), or iv) neither, if the relation was unconditional and single. A loop for iteration across selected instances and/or a check for
result emptiness are needed in order to evade runtime errors. This is how selections
influence the cyclomatic complexity of processing code.
The general approach for calculating cyclomatic complexity visualized by a
relation in a class model relies on the assumption that all directions of all relations
in a class model are used in at least one selection statement in the processing code.
For simple relations there are only two possible selection directions: from one class
to another, and in reverse. The result of each of those selection directions may
be conditional and/or multiple, depending on the flags on the remote end of the
relation direction used in the selection. If the result of a selection can be empty,
a single if branch (required to check the emptiness of the result) will increase the
cyclomatic complexity by 1. If a selection can result in a set of instances, a for loop
that iterates through the instances will also increase the cyclomatic complexity by
1. In the worst case scenario, where both relation ends of a simple relation are
conditional and multiple, there are four additional control-flow paths added, or:

CCsr =

N
sr
X

[Nce (i) + Nme (i)]

(7)

i=1

where CCsr stands for cyclomatic complexity of simple relations, Nsr the number
of simple relations, Nce (i) the number of conditional relation ends in the i-th
simple relation, and Nme (i) the number of multiple relation ends in the i-th simple
relation.
Before we can calculate complete cyclomatic complexity of a class model, we
need to define the cyclomatic complexity of two remaining relations in xtUML:
generalization and associative relation.

3.2.1 Generalization relation and cyclomatic complexity
Each generalization relation defines 2n selection directions: n directions towards n
subclasses and n in reverse direction. However, the n directions from subclasses towards a general class are always unconditional and single and do not require a conditional check or an iteration. The remaining n directions towards subclasses are
always conditional (they require an emptiness check with a conditional if branch)
and single (they do not require a conditional loop iteration). This means that each
generalization relation increases cyclomatic complexity by n additional controlflow paths or:
Ngr

CCgr =

X

Nsub (j)

(8)

j=1

where CCgr stands for the cyclomatic complexity of generalization relations, Ngr
is the number of generalization relations and Nsub (j) is the number of subclasses
in the j-th generalization relation.
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3.2.2 The effect of associative relations on cyclomatic complexity
With associative relations there are three classes involved: two related classes and a
single associative class. Each of these classes may be involved in a selection in two
different ways, which means that there are six different selection directions, each
with a different meaning. However, the multiplicity and conditionality of some of
those directions is not trivial to detect. For this reason, we will use a replacement
model consisting of two simple relations, from each related class towards the associative class. We will refer to these two models as the original and replacement
class models.
Since the existence of an associative class instance assumes the existence of a
pair of related classes, all selections starting from an associative instance always
result with a single instance. This implies that relation ends towards related classes
are unconditional and single. A selection starting from one of the related classes
to another related class, and a selection from the same related class towards the
associative class share the same conditionality. This simply means that if there
is no associative class instance found, there should be no remote related class
instance found as well.
The same rule applies to the multiplicity flag, but only in case when the associative link is single. In this case, the multiplicity flag at an associative class end in
the replacement class model is the same as the multiplicity of the direction towards
the remote related class in the original model. However, when the associative link
is multiple, the relation ends at the associative class on the replacement model are
always multiple, regardless of the multiplicity in the original class model.
Now that we know how to determine the multiplicity and conditionality of all
selection directions across an associative relation, we can determine its effect on
cyclomatic complexity. It is important to emphasized that, from the cyclomatic
complexity perspective, not all branches are independent. This is a consequence of
the fact that the conditionality flag of the selection direction towards an associative
class is always the same as the conditionality of the selection direction towards
a remote related class. This actually lowers the cyclomatic complexity because,
without any semantic change, one of the dependent branches can be eliminated and
their processing can be merged into a single branch. Table 2 and eq. 9 summarize
the associative relation effect to processing code cyclomatic complexity.
CCar =

N
ar
X

[Nce (k) + Nme (k) + 2Nma ]

(9)

k=1

where CCar stands for the cyclomatic complexity of associative relations, Nar the
number of associative relations, Nce (k) the number of conditional relation ends,
Nme (k) the number of multiple relation ends, and Nma (k) the number of multiple
associative link ends in the k-th associative relation.
Finally, class model cyclomatic complexity is calculated as a sum of cyclomatic
complexities of all its operations and relations:
CCcls = CCoper + CCsr + CCgr + CCar

(10)

where CCcls stands for the cyclomatic complexity of a class model, CCoper is
the cyclomatic complexity of class operations, CCsr is the cyclomatic complexity
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Table 2 Summary of associative relation effect to cyclomatic complexity
Flag
Conditionality on
related class end
Multiplicity on
related class end
Multiplicity of
associative link
Total

Adds to cyclomatic
complexity of CFG

Count

Maximal total
effect

+1

2

+2

+1

2

+2

+2

1

+2
+6

of simple relations, CCgr is the cyclomatic complexity of generalization relations,
and CCar is the cyclomatic complexity of associative relations.

3.3 Cyclomatic complexity of state machines
An xtUML state machine describes runtime behaviour of a class instance. This
implies that, unlike component or class models, cyclomatic complexity of state
machines directly influences the overall xtUML model cyclomatic complexity. In
this section we describe two approaches for calculating cyclomatic complexity of
xtUML state machines.
Calculating cyclomatic complexity of UML-based state machines is relatively
straightforward. The basic formula is given with the following equation [10]:
CCsm1 = Nt − Ns + 2

(11)

where Nt is the number of transitions and Ns the number of states within a
state machine. Eq. 11 is obtained from the original McCabe’s formula by considering the state machine graph as a CFG: each state is represented by a node and
each state transition by an edge.
This is the most common way of constructing a CFG from an xtUML state
machine. The problem with this approach is that it does not consider the complete
xtUML state machine described by the state-event matrix.
When discussing cyclomatic complexity, a CFG describes possible paths of a
single, uninterrupted thread of execution. However, this is not how a state-machine
actually works. Each instance of a state machine runs in its own logical thread.
The execution of each instance state machine is independent of other state machines and is only affected by the events sent to this particular instance. From the
modeler’s perspective, each instance state machine gains execution control when
it receives an event, resulting in the execution of a corresponding transition effect
and state entry behaviour; an Request-To-Completion (RTC) step (see section 2.1.3
for details). After an RTC step execution finishes, the state machine execution is
paused until the next event is received. While waiting for the next event, the state
machine temporarily loses execution control.
Since state-machines communicate asynchronously, a new event may be received while the instance is processing an RTC step. For this reason, there exists
an event pool that stores events that are waiting to be processed, along with a
dispatching mechanism that continuously checks for incoming events and triggers
the corresponding state machine RTC executions.
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Fig. 6 State machine of the Shop class. Notice the Event Ignored case when event OPEN is
received in WORKING state and Can’t Happen case when event CLOSE is received in state
CLOSED.

Fig. 7 Simplified replacement state machine of Shop class.

Figure 8 shows a snippet of pseudo-code that describes the execution semantics
of Shop instance state machines. In every while loop iteration, first the event pool
is checked for any waiting events (line 5). In case an event exists, its event type
is checked (lines 8, 15 and 19) and the corresponding RTC step (transition effect
and the state entry behaviour) is executed. In case of an Event Ignored, the loop
simply skips an iteration without doing any work (line 13), while in case of a Can’t
Happen (lines 19 – 22), the loop is stopped, and the state machine is terminated.
By using this execution semantics, a complete CFG with a single entry and
a single exit node can be constructed. A concrete example that shows a state
machine CFG obtained through this execution semantics is shown in figure 9. The
part of the graph outside the rectangle does not depend on the state machine and
will be the same for any state machine because it represents the state machine
infrastructure code. This implies that, for smaller state machines such as this
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Fig. 8 A pseudo-code description of the execution semantics of Shop instance state machines.

one, cyclomatic complexity introduced by state machine execution infrastructure
is comparable to the cyclomatic complexity of the state machine itself. However,
for larger state machines this will not be the case.
In figure 9, the part within the dashed rectangle actually depends on the structure of the state machine. For each state in the state machine we have two state
nodes in the CFG (2Nst in eq. 14), which are connected to infrastructure nodes
with two edges (2Nst in eq. 13). For each non-ignored event in the state, we have
an event node connected to the state nodes with two edges (

N
st
P

[Nev − Nei (s)] part

s=1

in both equations, in eq. 13 multiplied with 2). An event node actually contains
RTC execution as a synchronous invocation of transition effect and state entry
actions (2Nt in eq. 13). In case a state ignores any number of events it will also
have a single direct edge between the two state nodes, regardless of the number
of ignored events (Nstei in eq. 13). We will use this rule and figure 9 to induce
the general rule for calculating strict cyclomatic complexity of an xtUML state
machine:

CCsm2 = Nedge − Nnode + 2

(12)
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Fig. 9 A CFG created from the execution semantics of the Shop class instance state machine.

where the number of edges Nedge and the number of nodes Nnode is defined
with the following equations:
Nedge = 12 + 2Nst + 2

Nst
X

[Nev − Nei (s)] + Nstei + 2Nt

(13)

s=1

Nnode = 8 + 2Nst +

Nst
X

[Nev − Nei (s)]

(14)

s=1

where Nst is the number of states, Nev the number of events, Nei (s) the number
of Event Ignored records the state s has in the matching row of the state machine
matrix, Nstei the number of states that have at least one Event Ignored record in
the matching row of the state machine matrix, and Nt the number of transitions.
Since the number of transitions is actually the number of RTC steps and each
RTC step contains (invocations of) exactly two bodies, each RTC step adds 2 to
the overall cyclomatic complexity of a state machine (therefore the 2Nt in the
equation). Notice that, if a state has more than one Event Ignored record in the
matching row, it will still have only one “event ignored” edge in a CFG (see
figure 9). This explains the Nstei part of the equation.
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When we substitute the expressions for Nedge and Nnode into eq. 12, we end
up with the following equation:
CCsm2 = Nedge − Nnode + 2

CCsm2 = 12 + 2Nst + 2

Nst
X

[Nev − Nei (s)] + Nstei + 2Nt −

s=1

(8 + 2Nst +

Nst
X

[Nev − Nei (s)]) + 2

s=1

CCsm2 = 6 +

Nst
X

[Nev − Nei (s)] + Nstei + 2Nt

(15)

s=1

Since the number of events is the same for each state (row) we have the following equation:
Nst
X

[Nev − Nei (s)] = Nst ∗ Nev −

s=1

Nst
X

Nei (s)

(16)

s=1

Furthermore, if each state has at most one Event Ignored record, Nstei is equal to
the total number of Event Ignored cases in the state machine, i.e.:
Nst ∗ Nei (s) −

Nst
X

Nev = Nst ∗ Nev − Nstei

(17)

s=1

When applied to equation 15 we get:
CCsm2 = 6 +

Nst
X
s=1

=6+

Nst
X

Nev −

Nst
X

Nei (s) + Nstei + 2Nt

s=1

(18)

Nev − Nstei + Nstei + 2Nt = 6 + Nst ∗ Nev + 2Nt

s=1

In eq. 18, we can observe that the state machine execution infrastructure
adds a constant amount (6) to cyclomatic complexity. This constant becomes less
significant as the state machine grows. In addition, such calculus for cyclomatic
complexity is inline with the intuition because the product of the number of states
and the number of events actually represents the number of possible linearly independent paths through the state machine, while the 2Nt actually denotes the
number of actions we actually invoke in those paths.
Note also that the constant amount of 6 is introduced by the state machine infrastructure and does not describe complexity directly visible in the state machine
model. Therefore, if we are trying to calculate the visible state machine complexity
we can ignore the constant in our calculus:
CCsm2vis =

Nst
X

[Nev − Nei (s)] + Nstei + 2Nt ≈ Nst ∗ Nev + 2Nt

s=1

(19)
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Fig. 10 McCabe’s approach to cyclomatic complexity.

3.4 Cyclomatic complexity of processing code
An xtUML processing model represents textual processing instructions and is similar to more traditional programming languages. For this reason, from the cyclomatic complexity point of view, the processing model follows similar control- and
data-flow rules as other traditional programming languages. This implies that standard, source-code level complexity metrics can easily be applied to the processing
model.
In xtUML, code is organized into OAL actions (often called bodies), and there
are several ways to calculate their cyclomatic complexity. But first, several considerations have to be made.
3.4.1 Choosing the basic approach
When choosing the basic approach for measuring cyclomatic complexity of processing code there are two options: the original McCabe’s approach [29] which considers each subroutine separately, and the Henderson-Sellers approach [17] which
creates a single connected component from all subroutines. In order to make this
decision, we have to consider their effects on cyclomatic complexity.
In the original McCabe’s approach, the CFG of each subroutine has to be
strongly connected. This means that each subroutine should have its single entry
and single exit node connected with an additional virtual edge. The resulting equation for McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity of a CFG with p connected components
is:

CCM cCabe =

p
X

[Nedge (i) − Nnode (i) + 1 + 1] = Nedge − Nnode + 2p

(20)

i=1

In Henderson-Sellers approach, a single CFG is created from all subroutines.
To achieve this, a node containing a call to the subroutine is split into two nodes:
one used to connect to the subroutine entry node and one used to connect back
from the subroutine exit node. This means that, for each subroutine except the one
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Fig. 11 Henderson-Sellers approach to cyclomatic complexity. Compare this graph with the
one on figure 10

we are merging into, we have to add a single additional node and two additional
edges, and each subroutine increases cyclomatic complexity by 1. For this reason
eq. 21 contains (p − 1). In order to make this complete CFG strongly connected,
a single edge from the exit node to the entry node has to be added (thus the +1
in eq. 21).
CCHS = Nedge − Nnode + 1 + (p − 1) + 1 = Nedge − Nnode + p + 1

CCHS =

p
X

(di + 1) = D + 1

(21)

(22)

i=1

where di represents the number of decisions (branching places) in i-th subroutine, while D represents the total number of decisions in all subroutines. Expressing
the Henderson-Sellers equation [17] using edges and nodes requires an integrated
CFG of an application to be created. Using the number of decisions instead, simplifies practical usage of the equation.
It is important to emphasize that modularization has no effect on the HendersonSellers cyclomatic complexity (see figure 11). As the number of components (p)
is reduced by merging them back into the caller’s graph (eq. 21), the number
of nodes Nnode is also reduced by the same amount (figure 11). This is not the
case with the original McCabe’s approach. Also notice that, since there is only a
single control flow graph, Henderson-Sellers cyclomatic complexity can be easily
calculated by counting the number of decisions in all subroutines (see eq. 22). For
these reasons, in our approach, we use Henderson-Sellers’s approach as a base for
calculating cyclomatic complexity.
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3.4.2 Handling multiple synchronous calls of the same subroutine
The standard Henderson-Seller’s approach (as well as the original McCabe’s approach) ignores multiple synchronous calls of the same subroutine. The reason for
this is that its standard usage is to estimate application testing effort which is not
affected by the number of times a subroutine is called. Since our goal is to use cyclomatic complexity to estimate cognitive complexity or understandability, this is
not good enough, because multiple calls to the same subroutine influence the program’s cognitive complexity and understandability. For this reason, we modify the
Henderson-Seller’s approach to also take into account the number of subroutine
calls.
We modify eq. 21 in the following way: the expression p − 1 should be replaced
with the total number of subroutine calls Ncall , because cyclomatic complexity will
be increased by 1 for each subroutine call, and not for each subroutine definition
(see figure 12). This leads to the following equation:
CCallBodies = Nedge − Nnode + 1 + Ncall + 1 = Nedge − Nnode + Ncall + 2 (23)
Eq. 23 assumes the existence of a CFG and is not suitable for practical uses.
For this reason, we have to adapt eq. 22 as well. Since eq. 22 assumes that each
subroutine (except the main one that calls all others) is called exactly once, we
need to increase the cyclomatic complexity by Ncall − (p − 1) (because p − 1 of
them are already included). This results with the following equation:
CCallBodies = D + 1 + (Ncall − (p − 1)) = D + Ncall − p + 2

(24)

where D represents the number of decisions in all components (subroutines),
Ncall the number of calls in all subroutines and p the number of components
(subroutines).
With this, we have replaced the original assumption that each subroutine is
called exactly once with the assumption that a subroutine is called for each occurrence of a call expression (implying Ncall ≥ p in the equation).
This approach takes into account multiple subroutine calls similarly to Shepperd’s approach [53]. The difference is that Shepperd extends the original McCabe’s approach, which makes the calculus somewhat more complex. In this approach we are using Henderson-Sellers approach as a base, but instead for each
subroutine definition, we are incrementing the overall complexity by 1 for each
subroutine call. This difference can be clearly seen on figure 12.
In case a subroutine is called only once, modularization is done only for abstraction sake and our approach is equivalent to Henderson-Sellers approach. However,
if there are multiple calls to the same subroutine (in case modularization is done
because of reuse), cyclomatic complexity increases, but not as much as it would
increase if modularization is not done at all (in which case the calling CFG would
contain as many subroutine CFGs as there are calls to the subroutine). This is
different from the Henderson-Sellers approach in which cyclomatic complexity remains the same regardless of the reasons for modularization. We consider that our
approach is inline with the intuition that cognitive complexity does not increase
with modularization itself, but does reduce overall complexity if there are multiple
calls to the same subroutine.
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Fig. 12 Different approaches for handling multiple calls when calculating cyclomatic complexity.

3.4.3 Handling asynchronous calls
When dealing with components ports, we have already seen that communication
can be both synchronous and asynchronous. In that case, we decided to treat asynchronous communication as synchronous communication where it is not necessary
to wait for the execution control to return. This means that the effects on the CFG
for those two types of communications is somewhat different (figure 13). Notice
however that, despite the different effect on the CFG, they equally contribute to
the cyclomatic complexity: synchronous calls introduce two edges but also add
one additional node, unlike asynchronous calls. Practically, this means that we
can reuse eq. 23 (and 24) for both synchronous and asynchronous calls.
Asynchronous calls (invocations) in OAL language are represented by the event
and signal sending statements. In addition to that, upon the creation of a class
instance that defines the state machine, the state machine will be started. This will
be treated as the third type of asynchronous invocation. Notice that the creation of
class instance that does not have a state machine will not count as an asynchronous
invocation.

3.4.4 Handling compound branching conditions
A single branch with a compound condition can be split into multiple branches
with simple conditions. This effectively increases the cyclomatic complexity. However, the initial complex condition can also be abstracted away into a single boolean
flag which will have the same cyclomatic complexity as a single conditional branch.
Since we are observing cyclomatic complexity from the modelling perspective, we
assume the modeller will use the most abstract alternative for presenting compound conditions. Practically, this means we will use the number of decision points
as D in the equation for calculating cyclomatic complexity and not the number of
conditions.
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Fig. 13 Handling of asynchronous communication and its effect on cyclomatic complexity.
The overall cyclomatic complexity remains the same as if the call was synchronous, because
we have reduced both the number of edges and the number of nodes equally, by 1 for each call.

4 Measuring complexity distribution
A complete xtUML model is obtained by semantically integrating four different
models: component, class, state machine, and processing models. So far, we have
been analysing the cyclomatic complexity of each of those models separately, with
minimal considerations towards other models or the xtUML model as a whole. In
this section, we will describe our approach to i) calculating cyclomatic complexity
of a complete xtUML model, and ii) calculating the distribution of the model
complexity across different model layers.

4.1 Calculating the overall cyclomatic complexity
The first step in calculating cyclomatic complexity is constructing a CFG. In
case of complete xtUML models, the CFG construction starts with components,
since they are the basic building blocks of xtUML systems. Components contain
classes, which contain operations and act as wrappers around state machines. For
this reason, constructing a CFG graph of the whole model starts with constructing
a CFG of a single xtUML component.
An incoming port message, whether it is synchronous or asynchronous, has its
implementation on a port. Component ports are static constructs that do not have
to be created, while most of the component functionality is distributed across class
instances. This means that the main task of a port message implementation is to
find the correct class instance (or create a new one) and forward the message to it.
Typically, but not mandatory, if the incoming port message is asynchronous, an
asynchronous message (an event) is passed to the instance state machine. Similarly,
if the incoming port message is synchronous, usually a synchronous operation on
the selected instance is invoked.
In any case, a class instance represents a context (i.e. provides contextual data)
used by behaviors in operations and state machines. This implies that, in order
to create a CFG of an xtUML component, we can observe operations and state
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machines as standalone entities, without their container classes. From cyclomatic
complexity perspective, which is not concerned with data complexity, classes, their
instances, and the data context they provide, are not relevant. They are only
used to logically organize those behaviours and they have no effect on cyclomatic
complexity of an xtUML component. Practically, this means that class model
cyclomatic complexity can be ignored when calculating complexity of a complete
xtUML component. This is inline with the fact that cyclomatic complexity of a
class model is included in the cyclomatic complexity of processing code and does
not need to be explicitly taken into account.
As a base for calculating cyclomatic complexity wrapped within a component,
we use eq. 4, where an xtUML component is considered as an MEME CFG constructed from a set of synchronously communicating bodies and asynchronously
communicating state machines. Except with asynchronous invocation (event and
signal sending) statements, the synchronous and asynchronous part of a component’s CFG are connected with edges introduced by instance creation statements.
In case a class defines an instance state machine, the instance creation statements
start the execution of a state machine. The total number of edges and nodes within
a component in eq. 4 is therefore determined as a sum of all edges and nodes in
all bodies and state machines wrapped in a component. While eq. 24 provides
this number for all bodies within a component, eq. 15 gives cyclomatic complexity
for a single state machine. This means that we need to sum the number of edges
and nodes for all state machines within a component. However, when observing
state machines in the context of a component, they become integrated in a single
component CFG. For this reason, a virtual edge connecting each exit and each
entry node of a CFG is not needed. Therefore, we need to decrement the overall
component cyclomatic complexity by 1 for each state machine in a component.
Applying this to eq. 4 results with the following equation:
CCcomp = CCallBodies + CCallSm + Nop + Nsig
= CCallBodies +

N
sm
X

CCsm (i) − Nsm + Nop + Nsig

(25)

i=1

where CCallBodies represents cyclomatic complexity of all bodies within an
xtUML component (given with eq. 24), CCallSm represents the cyclomatic complexity of all state machines within an xtUML component, CCsm (i) is the cyclomatic complexity of the i-th state machine (given with eq. 15), Nsm is the number
of state machines within a component, and Nop , Nsig are the number of operations
and signals on all component ports, respectively. In the rest of the paper we use
eq. 25 for calculating the total cyclomatic complexity of an xtUML component.

4.2 Calculating the distribution of cyclomatic complexity
Complexity in an xtUML model can be distributed: i) horizontally, between the
elements of the same type, and ii) vertically, between different types of models. An
example of horizontal complexity distribution is determining how complexity is distributed across different components of a system, or among different classes within
a single component. Vertical complexity, on the other hand, compares complexities exposed on component, class, state machine, and processing model levels. This
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separation between vertical and horizontal complexity is specific for model-driven
technologies, and does not have an equivalent in traditional software development
metrics.
In our approach, for calculating vertical distribution of cyclomatic complexity across different xtUML sub-models (i.e. component, class, state machine and
processing models), we will use cyclomatic complexity of a sub-model relative to
the complexity of the complete xtUML model. In order to calculate the cyclomatic
complexity of a component, class, state machine and processing model, we will use
equations 5, 10, 19 and 24 respectively. To calculate the complete xtUML model
cyclomatic complexity, we will use eq. 25 from the previous section. Although
eq. 25 contains the number of operations and signals on all component ports, the
cyclomatic complexity of the component layer does not influence the overall cyclomatic complexity (as is already explained in the last paragraph of section 3.1).
Similar is true for class model complexity because a class and component model
complexity only visualize a subset of procedural model complexity and that they
do not influence the total xtUML model cyclomatic complexity. There is, however,
a value in analysing the degree of visually exposed complexity, so we include those
complexities in the process. Since cyclomatic complexity depends on the number
of execution (control) paths, we expect that processing model cyclomatic complexity will dominate over cyclomatic complexities of other layers. In addition,
we can also compare the cyclomatic complexity expressed through graphical models (components, classes, and state machines) with the complexity of the textual
model expressed in the processing model.
Horizontal complexity can be calculated on several layers. On system level, horizontal complexity distribution can be calculated between different components of
a system, including all complexities of all state machines and bodies within a component. This provides information about the distribution of cyclomatic complexity
among different components. Inside a single component, complexity distribution
can be analyzed across different classes, by taking into account the complexity
of their state machines and bodies. Although component complexity may also be
located outside its classes (ports, functions, bridges), the majority of cyclomatic
complexity will be wrapped within classes. The distribution of complexity among
classes will provide useful information about key classes within a component and
their relative complexity. The contribution of a single class can be calculated by
using the following equation:
CC(c) = CCbody (c) + CCsm (c) = D(c) + Ncall (c) − p(c) + CCsm (c)

(26)

where D(c) is the total number of decisions in all bodies of class c, Ncall (c) the
total number of synchronous and asynchronous calls in all bodies contained in the
class, and p(c) the number of bodies defined in the class.
On the lowest level, we will analyse the distribution of processing complexity
across different bodies, taking into account the number of decisions (D) and calls
(Ncall ) contained within each body (b).
CC(b) = D(b) + Ncall (b)

(27)
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Fig. 14 Horizontal and vertical complexity distribution.

5 Hypothesis and experiment setup
The goal of our experiment is to test the influence of xtUML model complexity distribution on the understandability of software models. For this reason, we specify
our hypothesis in the following way:
– Null hypothesis (H0 ): The distribution of cyclomatic complexity does not
affect the understandability of xtUML models.
– Alternative hypothesis (Ha ): The distribution of cyclomatic complexity
significantly affects the understandability of xtUML models.
In order to test this hypothesis, we have used three different versions of the
same application. All test applications implement the same set of requirements;
they have the same interface and functionality, and they pass a common test suite.
The only difference is in their internal implementation, which results with the fact
that every application has a significantly different distribution of complexity. Our
goal was to study the effect of complexity distribution on the understandability of
xtUML models. For this we have used students, by measuring the quality of their
understanding for each test application.

5.1 Study objects
The experiment objects were three functionally equivalent calculator applications
developed with xtUML by an xtUML expert. Because of the practical limitations
of the study, three versions of the application are developed specially for this experiment. Each application is composed out of a single xtUML component, the
SimpleCalculator component. Each application has its own version of the SimpleCalculator component, but all component versions have the same interface and
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pass the same set of tests (meaning they are functionally equivalent). The three
components are intentionally modelled differently, in order to demonstrate different ways to distribute application complexity:
A. Model 1 uses the structured programming paradigm which relies on functional
decomposition and data structures. It makes no use of object-oriented concepts
such as classes, nor does it use state machines.
B. Model 2 heavily relies on classes, but it does not use state machines.
C. Model 3 uses both classes and state-machines.
All three applications, each with a model and a test suite, can be found at the
xtUMLProjects directory at the public git repository available at [56].
In the following sections, we will compare the three models according to various
dimensions.
5.1.1 Comparing the models in terms of LOC
The difference in internal structure resulted in the fact that three models also
differ in their total LOC (shown in Table 3 and figure 15). Model 1 implements the
desired functionality in only 333 LOC, while Model 3 uses 518 LOC (a difference
of 36%). In addition, the total number of non-empty bodies in Model 3 is more
than twice the number in Model 1 (78 compared to 32). In comparison, Model 2
has a similar (but somewhat lower) number of non-empty bodies. Model 3 has the
lowest average LOC per body, while all three have comparable standard deviation.

Table 3 Horizontal distribution of lines-of-code (LOC) across bodies
Total non-empty bodies
Total LOC
Average
Standard deviation
Min value
First quartile
Median
Third quartile
Max value

Model 1
32
333
10,41
6,72
1
6
9
14
29

Model 2
67
479
7,15
6,02
1
2
5
9
28

Model 3
78
518
6,64
6,37
1
2
4
9
29

If we observe LOC distribution across classes in table 4 and figure 16, we can
see that Model 3 has lower average and standard deviation than Model 2. This is
a consequence of the fact that Model 2 has almost 50% of the total LOC (237 out
of total 479) within a single class. Note that Model 1 contains only a single class,
which means that it makes no sense to compare it with the other two models,
since it obviously has the worst LOC distribution across classes. It is obvious that
Model 3 has the best distribution across classes as well.
5.1.2 Comparing the naming conventions used by models
One of the most important factors influencing software understandability is consistency and quality of naming conventions. Since in this work we are not interested
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Fig. 15 Horizontal distribution of LOC across bodies.
Table 4 Horizontal distribution of lines-of-code (LOC) across classes
LOC within classes
Total classes
Average
Standard Deviation
Min value
Max Value
Total model LOC
Class-Total LOC ratio

Model 1
279
1
279
0
279
279
333
84%

Model 2
418
5
83,60
90,88
5
237
479
87%

Model 3
456
6
76,00
49,25
27
153
518
88%

in the relation between naming conventions and software understandability, we
need to minimize its effect as a factor. To verify that our models do not differ
considerably in that sense, we used Laitinen’s language theory idea [24], in which
the notion of a language refers to the set of symbols and identifiers used in some
(software) document. He identified two main rules for comparing such languages:
– Smaller languages, in terms of number of elements, are easier to understand
than larger ones. The main idea here is that each symbol has associated semantics in the context of the language, which needs to be understood.
– It is easier to understand closely related languages than more distantly related languages. The closeness of two languages is determined by the number
of common symbols (and semantics) they share. This implies that no absolute measure of language understandability exists, only relative measures are
possible.
Our idea was to extract the languages of the three models and compare it with the
language of the specification, with regard to these two rules. In order to be able
to do this, we used individual words from the names of the model elements as the
language symbols of the models. We first extracted all string attributes from all
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Fig. 16 Horizontal distribution of LOC across classes.

model elements (meta-class instances) for all three models. Since the populated
meta-model contains all semantic information of the model, we actually extracted
all string information from the models. Some of those string attributes were single
character strings, while some of them contained a complete OAL implementation
of a body. String attributes from each model were written in a dedicated file, one
string attribute per line. This file is then used as input for further processing.
Each non-alphabetic character in those files was then replaced with a space and
multiple spaces are replaced with a single one. Each line is then split to tokens
using space as a delimiter. Complex identifiers in all three models are obtained by
concatenating capitalized words (Java naming convention). This implies that we
also had to split complex tokens according to capital letters in order to get words
from it. Before adding a word to a dictionary, each word is converted to lower case
and then the Porter stemming algorithm [44] [45] is used to reduce it to the root
English form (also known as stem). Note that we did not eliminate OAL keywords
from the language because they contribute to the language of the models equally
and there is only a limited number of them.
Table 5 shows the number of common words between the languages. Notice
that the numbers on the diagonal of the table represent the size of the corresponding language. If we observe the size of those languages, we can see that they
are almost the same in size: models 1, 2 and 3 have in total 274, 283 and 286
words, respectively. If we now compare the languages of the models and the specification language (the last row or column), we can see that there is almost no
difference between the models: models 1, 2 and 3 have 121, 123 and 124 words
in common with the specification language, respectively. By applying Laitinen’s
language theory rules[24] regarding size and similarity between the languages, we
can conclude that there is no considerable difference in consistency and quality of
naming conventions in three models we used in our experiment.
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Table 5 Number of common words in the languages of three models and the language of the
specification

Model 1
language
Model 2
language
Model 3
language
Specification
language

Model 1
language

Model 2
language

Model 3
language

Specification
language

274

230

232

121

230

283

264

123

232

264

286

124

121

123

124

235

By minimizing the effect of other factors, we are able to examine the effect
complexity distribution (modularization) has on the understandability of xtUML
models. We will determine this by the experiment described in the following sections.
5.1.3 Comparing the models in terms of cyclomatic complexity
In addition to LOC, we can also compare the cyclomatic complexity distribution
across bodies (table 6 and figure 17). To be able to judge cyclomatic complexity
distribution across bodies we used the sum of decisions and calls within a single
body (see section 4.2 for details).
Model 3 has the largest total number of decisions and calls, but it also has
the best distribution (the lowest average value and standard deviation) of those
decision and calls across bodies. It is interesting to note that Model 2 and Model 3
have a relatively large number of bodies without any decisions or calls. Partially,
this can be explained by a large number of getter methods which are used to
abstract away selections across relations in a class model.

Table 6 Horizontal distribution of cyclomatic complexity across bodies
Total non-empty
bodies
Total decisions
and calls
Average
Standard deviation
First quartile
Median
Third quartile
Max value
Bodies with zero
decisions and calls

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

32

67

78

161

221

239

5,03
4,79
2
4
6,5
20

3,30
4,56
0
2
5
25

3,06
4,18
0
2
4
23

4

21

25

We can also analyze cyclomatic complexity distribution across classes, as shown
in table 7 and figure 18. In this case, Model 2 has the lowest average cyclomatic
complexity, but its distribution is worse than in Model 3 which has lower standard
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Fig. 17 Horizontal distribution of cyclomatic complexity across bodies.
Table 7 Horizontal distribution of cyclomatic complexities across classes
Complexity within
classes (body + SM)
Total classes
Average
Standard deviation
Max value
Min value
Total complexity
Class-total ratio

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

93

110

159

1
93
0
93
93
136
68%

5
22
26,34
65
0
161
68%

6
26,5
17,47
51
1
208
76%

deviation. Model 1 has only one class and has all its complexity in one class so it
obviously has the worst per-class distribution.
In addition to determining how certain model metrics are distributed among
the elements of the same type – horizontal distribution, we can also analyze the
distribution of complexity metrics across different modelling layers – vertical distribution of complexity. Table 8 shows how cyclomatic complexity is distributed
among the four modeling layers (components, classes, state machines, and processing code) for all three model versions.
Note that all three models have the same absolute component model complexity because all three versions of the component use the same interface. Model 1
and Model 2 have low or no complexities at certain layers because they are intentionally modelled without them: Model 1 uses a single class as a wrapper for its
functionality, while both Model 1 and Model 2 do not use the state machines.
The metric that best reflects the difference between vertical complexity distribution among the models is the relative cyclomatic complexity of Graphical models
that expresses how much of the total cyclomatic complexity is visualized. It in-
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Fig. 18 Horizontal distribution of cyclomatic complexity across classes.
Table 8 Metrics for vertical complexity distribution
Model 1
absolute
relative
Component
model
Class
model
State machine
model (complete)
State machine
model (graphical)
Processing
model
Graphical
models
TOTAL

Model 2
absolute
relative

Model 3
absolute
relative

5

3,68%

5

3,11%

5

2,40%

27

19,85%

77

47,83%

74

35,58%

0

0%

0

0,00%

40

19,23%

0

0%

0

0%

30

14,42%

131

96,32%

156

96,89%

163

78,37%

32

23,53%

82

50,93%

109

52,40%

136

100%

161

100%

208

100%

cludes cyclomatic complexity visually expressed by component, class, and state
machine models. As expected, Model 3 has the largest value for this metric which
indicates the best cyclomatic complexity vertical distribution.
To summarize, according to the horizontal and vertical complexity metric distributions, Model 3 has the best distribution, while Model 1 has the worst. This is
done intentionally in order to observe the effect that complexity distribution has
on model understandability in our experiment. This means that we intentionally
limited the usage of certain types of models in a certain version. With this, we
have directly affected vertical complexity distribution.
As for horizontal distribution, we strictly followed the rule of 30 [27] for the
number of LOC in action bodies for all model versions. Still, we were mildly
surprised with the fact that, despite the difference in LOC, more abstract versions
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of model had better per-body horizontal complexity distribution. It seems that
new levels of abstraction affect, not only vertical complexity distribution (as is
expected), but also horizontal distribution, to the extent that it compensates for
the greater number of LOC. For example, in xtUML models that use class relations,
it is trivial to abstract relation navigations to getter operations, at least in cases
when we navigate over single-hop chains. The same getter abstraction can actually
be implemented without classes, but not as easy. In addition, an xtUML state
machine introduces two additional types of bodies (states and transition bodies)
which also improves the horizontal, per-body, distribution.

5.2 Study subjects
The subjects of the experiment were 66 third-year, undergraduate computer science students enrolled in the Systems Analysis and Design course at the University
of Split, Croatia, during the spring semester of 2015. This was their first exposure
to MDE, but it is important to note that they already finished courses Software
Engineering and Object-Oriented programming, in which they gained experience
with the general ideas and techniques behind software modeling. In addition, before participating in the experiments, the students were exposed to the following
treatment:
A. Theoretical lecture: the students were given a two-hour theoretical course explaining the basic ideas, principles, and assumptions behind MDE and xtUML
in particular. In the end, student knowledge was tested with a short test comprised out of 20 multiple-choice, multiple-answer questions.
B. Practical lab assignments: in the following three weeks, the students have participated in three two-hour lab assignments which were designed to reinforce
the theoretical concepts, as well as to provide the students with practical experience of creating and understanding models. They also gained practical
experience working with an open-source xtUML tool – Bridgepoint1
In addition, during the lab assignments the students were introduced to the
main requirements and the common test suite (domain knowledge), which were
used for all three applications.
Since we used three structurally different applications, we have divided the
students into three groups, where each student group was assigned to one application. When creating these groups, we had to assess student abilities, in order to
create groups with equal student abilities. For this reason, each student was tested
with a:
A. Theoretical test: After the theoretical lecture, each student was given a short
test with 20 multiple-choice questions.
B. Domain test: After completing all the labs, each student was given a short
domain-knowledge test with 11 multiple-choice questions.
After ordering students according to their success on the tests and their average
grade, the students were randomly distributed into three groups in a way that the
total ability of each group is approximately the same. The first, the second, and
1

https://xtuml.org/download/
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Table 9 Average ability and standard deviation of students in each group as measured by
the tests and average grade. None of the groups show significant difference at 0.05 confidence
level.

G1
G2
G3
df bg
df wg
F
p
SGN
(0,05)

Theory
correct
answers
(TCA)
avg
std
21,71
4,341
21,10
4,833
21,05
3,845
2
54
0,126
0,882
NO

2
54
0,018
0,983

Domain
correct
answers
(DCA)
avg
std
10,53
2,611
12,11
1,487
11,50
2,066
2
49
2,700
0,077

NO

NO

Theory
points
(TP)
avg
14,24
14,65
14,40

std
5,562
7,147
7,344

Domain
points
(DP)
avg
8,00
10,79
9,36

std
4,749
2,275
3,522

Average
mark
(AM)
avg
3,24
3,46
2,85

std
1,254
0,826
0,708

2
49
2,743
0,074

2
45
1,729
0,189

NO

NO

the third group had 21, 20, and 25 students, respectively. The groups were not
equal in size because group membership was influenced by student availability at
the time slot of the experiment. To verify that there is no significant difference
between the mean ability within the groups, we performed the ANOVA variance
analysis for each of the ability indicators:
– Theory Correct Answers (TCA) – The number of total correct answers achieved
in the theoretical xtUML exam.
– Theory Points (TP) – The number of total correct answers minus the number
of incorrect answers achieved in the theoretical xtUML exam.
– Domain Correct Answers (DCA) – The number of total correct answers achieved
in the domain exam.
– Domain Points (TP) – The number of total correct answers minus the number
of incorrect answers achieved in the domain xtUML exam.
Table 9 shows the average ability and standard deviation of students in each
group as measured by the tests and average grade. None of the ability indicators
showed significant difference between the groups at p = 0.05 significance level.
5.2.1 Data collection
Data collection was done through online questionnaires, one per group. Questions
in all three questionnaires were the same and in the same order, while the answers
differed depending on the model explored by the group. Most of the questions were
multiple-choice questions with multiple correct answers. Each question indicated
whether there is a single or multiple correct answers. Although having different
answers, questions in all three questionnaires had exactly the same number of
correct answers, in exactly the same order (for example a, d and e answers were
correct answers for the 6th question in all 3 questionnaires). This was done in
order to minimize the differences between the questionnaires. Each questionnaire
had exactly 20 questions separated in three groups:
– Model browsing: First five question are intended to get information on the ease
of finding certain information in a model. For example, one of the questions
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in this group required students to locate a body that needs to be altered if
rounding has to be changed from 3 to 4 decimal places.
– Model understanding: The following five questions tested general understanding of the application. For example, one of the questions asked students to
specify screen content after the sequence of buttons “12+=” is entered into
the calculator.
– Visualized difference: The final ten questions targeted areas of application logic
that are intentionally modelled differently in different models. For example, one
of the questions required of students to find a body where a printout command
can be added when a negative power digit is entered. Such question is relevant
because the third model visualizes the process of adding digits using a state
machine while the other two versions do not use state machines at all.
Table 10 shows a couple of example questions. The complete set of questions
for all three groups is available at course materials/experiment directory at the
publicly available git repository [56].

Table 10 Example questions
(I) How does your implementation of calculator represent numbers (operands and results)?
(Single correct answer)
a Each number is represented by one instance of class Number and one instance of any of the
two sub-classes: CalculatedNumber or EnteredNumber.
b Each number is represented by an attribute value and power in class Digit.
c Each number is represented by a set of all instances of the class Digit.
d Each number is represented by an attribute absoluteDigitalValue in class Number.
(II) We wish to change the screen printout so that the decimal point is printed as a comma,
not as a dot. Which OAL code (body) do we need to change? (Single correct answer)
a
b
c
d

The
The
The
The

absoluteDigitalValue derived attribute in class Number.
decimalDotPressed derived attribute in class Screen.
decimalDotPressed() operation in class Screen.
content derived attribute in class Screen.

(III) Which statements about numbers are correct? (Multiple correct answer)
A. If the number (an instance of class Number) is related to an instance of class EnteredNumber
and is related to an operation across R4, then that number is the first operand of an
operation.
B. If the number (an instance of the class Number) is related to an instance of class
CalculatedNumber than it was created as a result of an operation.
C. The result of an operation cannot become the first operand of the next operation.
D. The same number (instance of the class Number) can be both the first and the second
operand of the same operation.
(IV) We wish to print out the message each time we enter the digit of negative power. Where
do we need to add a printout command? (Single correct answer)
A. In the state machine of class EnteredNumber, in the OAL code of the reflexive transition in
state 1 (Entering non-negative power digits) with the EnteredNumber6:addDigit(value) event.
B. In the state machine of class EnteredNumber in OAL code of state 1 (Entering non-negative
power digits)
C. In the state machine of class EnteredNumber in OAL code of state 2 (Entering negative power
digits).
D. In the state machine of class EnteredNumber in OAL code of reflexive transition in state 2
(Entering negative power digits) which has assigned EnteredNumber6:addDigit(value) event.
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Students were presented one question at a time, and were instructed to keep
the questionnaire on the question whose answer they were trying to answer, while
exploring the code base. We have collected the following data:
– Correct answers (CA): The total number of correct answers. If a question has
multiple correct answers, each correct answer is taken into account.
– Incorrect answers (IA): The total number of incorrect answers. If a question is
a multiple-choice question, each incorrect answer is taken into account.
– Total number of points (P ): The total number of correct answers reduced by
the total number of incorrect answers: P = CA − IA.
– Total Time (TT ): The total time for completing the whole questionnaire.
– Correct answers per minute (CAPM ): The ratio between the total number of
correct answers and the total time, expressed in minutes.
– Points per minute (PPM ): The ratio between the total number of points and
the total time, expressed in minutes.

5.3 Experiment design summary
We have performed the experiment guided by the following research question:
– RQ: Is the understandability of xtUML models influenced by the distribution
of cyclomatic complexity in the model?
The understandability of the three models is measured through time-relative
success of the three student groups using online questionnaires. In particular, we
used the number of correct answers per minute (CAPM) and the number of points
per minute (PPM) to evaluate success of each student group (and understandability of corresponding version of a model). Those data indicators are selected as they
consider both dimensions of model understandability: absolute success as well as
the time required to finish the questionnaire.
To check for any significant differences between the groups, we performed the
ANOVA variance analysis [14] [20] [9]. In order to verify the normality of the results and the applicability of ANOVA variance analysis, we used the Wilk-Shapiro
normality test [52]. Since ANOVA analysis does not determine exactly between
which two sets of data the difference exists, we have also performed a series of ttests between each pair of result samples. In addition, we also calculated Cohen’s
d value [8] between each group pair in order to evaluate the effect size (the order
of magnitude) of observed differences between the groups.

6 Experiment results
The goal of our experiment was to measure the understandability of xtUML models and to check whether there exists a relationship between the distribution of
complexity of an xtUML model and its understandability. For this reason, we have
set up an experiment that measures the understandability of three different models
by testing students divided into three groups.
Table 11 summarizes the results of the experiment. For each group and for each
data indicator the average value with the standard deviation is given. The table
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Table 11 Summary of experiment results with ANOVA single factor analysis

G1
G2
G3
F
(2,63)
p
SGN
(0.05)

CA
avg
std
20,10
4,15
21,80
4,99
19,36
4,22

P
avg
13,10
17,10
11,92

IA
std
7,08
6,34
7,45

avg
7,00
4,70
7,44

std
3,15
2,18
3,57

TT
avg
std
36,77
6,32
36,07
3,64
27,20
8,56

CAPM
avg
std
0,57
0,18
0,62
0,17
0,78
0,28

PPM
avg
std
0,38
0,22
0,49
0,21
0,46
0,35

1,718

3,215

4,88

14,869

5,687

0,947

0,188

0,046

0,011

0,00001

0,005

0,393

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

Table 12 Cohen’s d factor indicating the effect size of observed differences (S = small, M =
medium and L = large effect size)
G1G2
G2G3
G1G3

CA
-0,38
S
0,55
M
0,18
S

P
-0,61
M
0,76
M
0,17
S

IA
0,87
-0,92
-0,13

L
L
S

TT
0,14
S
1,33
L
1,28
L

CAPM
-0,29
S
-0,69
M
-0,90
L

PPM
-0,52
M
0,10
S
-0,27
S

also provides the results of ANOVA statistical test for each indicator. In addition,
table 12 shows the Cohen’s d value calculated on each group pair for all indicators.
The results show that there is no statistically significant difference in Correct
Answers (CA) between any of the groups. Although statistically insignificant, the
average value is the highest in the second group, while the first and the third group
have almost the same average and standard deviation value.
Regarding the number of Incorrect Answers (IA), the second group has a significantly lower average number of incorrect answers t other two groups. The difference between the first and the third group is of small effect.
As expected from CA and IA results, the second group had a significantly
higher average value for Points (P) and large effect size when compared to the
first and the third group. The difference is significant at p = 0.05 level when
compared to the third group, and only at p = 0.1 level when compared to the
first group. The difference between results of the first and the third group are not
significant and are of small effect size.
When we consider the average total time, we can see that students in the
third group had a surprisingly shorter (25%) average total time (27 minutes when
compared to 36 minutes in the other two groups). These results are significant
even on p ≤ 0.01 level and are of large effect. The difference between the first and
the second group is not significant and of is small effect size.
The last two results are calculated and take into account both dimensions
of the experiment results, time and absolute success. Similarly as for the total
time, the third group had the highest average value of correct answers per minute
(CAPM). This result is significantly different (p ≤ 0.05) from the results of the
first two groups. When compared to the first group, the effect size of the observed
difference is large, and only moderate when compared to the second group. The
CAPM result for the second group is not significantly greater than from the first
group.
The points per minute (PPM) results do not significantly differ. However, the
second and the third group have a somewhat greater average value than the first
group.
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To summarize the experiment results, the second group had the best absolute
results of the experiment (P , IA), while the third group had the best time (T T )
and time-relative results (CAP M ). The first group was not the best (not even
insignificantly) in any of the categories that we observed. Since CAP M results
take into account both dimensions of the model understandability (the absolute
success and the time), we can conclude that students from the third group had
the best overall success in the experiment.

6.1 The relation between experiment results and complexity distribution
If we compare the experiment results with the complexity distribution across models, we can conclude that the complexity metric distribution indeed has a significant effect on model understandability.
Group 1, which worked with Model 1 (the model with the worst complexity
distribution) also had the worst results in the experiment. The difference in complexity distribution between Models 2 and 3 was not that emphasized, even though
Model 3 had better complexity distribution. This was reflected in the results of
the second and the third group. Because of these results we reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative one: “Distribution of cyclomatic complexity
significantly affects the understandability of xtUML models”.
While the experiment results indicate that there exists a dependency between
model understandability and model’s complexity distribution, the experiment itself
was not designed to reveal more details about that dependency. In order to do this,
a much larger set of xtUML models is required. Traditionally, experimenters use
expert opinion to order software applications of different requirements and sizes on
an ordinal scale. Such experiment setup is problematic for testing our hypothesis
because the functional size and complexity distribution effects are confounded.
In our experiment we used only three models but, since semantically equivalent,
we were able to minimize the effect of all other factors and focus on the effect
of complexity distribution. Because of the low number of observed models, such
experiment design prevents us to come up with any prediction model, but it enables
us to reliably detect the existence of the dependency.

6.2 Threats to validity
In this section we discuss different threats to validity: internal validity, external
validity, and construct validity.
6.2.1 Internal validity
The main threat to internal validity of the experiment is related to the maturation effect [6] [15]. The three groups have participated in their experiments in
dedicated time slots: the first group from 8:00 to 9:30 in the morning, the second one from 9:30 and 11:00, and the third one from 11:00 till 12:30 (just before
lunch). Unfortunately, such experiment setup is generally not ideal, because of
potential hunger/fatigue effect [11] that the students of the last group may have
experienced. This probably resulted in lower accuracy and shorter total time of
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participants in the group. This systematic error could have been eliminated by
equally distributing students from different groups in different time slots. This error is, to some extent, compensated with the fact that time is taken into account
by the experiment results.
The second internal validity threat is related to the selection effect [4]. Although we tried to equally distribute student ability across different groups (see
table 9), it was not possible to perfectly align student’s availability with experiment time slots.
The third internal validity threat is related to experimental mortality [6]. Table 9 shows a satisfactory distribution of ability across groups, but does not take
into account students that were absent from theory or domain classes (and tests)
but still participated in the final experiment. It was necessary that these students
participate in the experiment because the experiment was conducted in the scope
of a university class, so it would be unfair to deny the learning experience to students that were not able to attend all lectures. The absence distribution is shown
in table 6.2.1. When compared to other groups, we can see that group 3 had a
significantly larger share of students that did not participate in the domain exercise. To check for any negative effects, we performed an additional ANOVA and
t-Test analysis, this time excluding the students that did not attend the domain
exercise. The results of the analysis show that this did not have any effect on the
experiment results.
It is important to emphasize that all mentioned internal validity threats had a
negative effect on the third group. Despite this, the third group achieved the best
overall results in the experiment.
Table 13 Distribution of absence between the groups
Absent from\Group
Theory
Domain
Both
Total students

G1
4
2
1
21

G2
0
1
0
20

G3
5
11
3
25

TOTAL
9
14
4
66

It is also important to mention the co-founding effect of other understandability
factors. In this research, we have measured model understandability through the
number of correct answers per minute (CAPM), a metric which depends on several factors: i) student ability, ii) model’s functional size, iii) quality of naming
conventions, and according to our hypothesis, iv ) vertical and horizontal cyclomatic complexity distribution (which depend on the used modelling approach).
Since our hypothesis is dealing with cyclomatic complexity distribution, we had
to make sure that the first three factors do not differ across our three case-study
models. We have minimized the student ability factor by equally distributing students across groups, as described in Section 5.2. The effect of the second factor,
functional size, has been minimized by taking into account the actual functional
requirements that are implemented in each of the models. A test suite consisting
of 30 modeled tests is used to confirm that all three versions of the model satisfy the same set of functional requirements. Except the required functionality,
neither model includes any other functionality that might increase its functional
size. This can be verified by downloading the models from a publicly available
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repository [56]. With this we have also eliminated functional size as a factor that
influences the understandability of our models. The size of the models can also be
measured through LOC. However, in our opinion, in model-driven systems, this is
not a good metric for measuring understandability. Our experiment shows that,
out of three functionally equivalent models, the smallest one in terms of LOC has
the smallest average CAPM (the worst understandability). This directly contradicts the premise that it could be used as a factor for model understandability. The
third factor, the quality of naming conventions, used Laitinen’s language theory
work to compare the languages of all three models. As explained in Section 5.1.2,
the results indicate no considerable difference between the models. We can conclude that, although the experiment is designed to minimize co-founding effects,
we cannot be sure that we completely eliminated them between the models. Even
with all this we do not claim that we have completely eliminated the co-founding
effects, but we have made an effort to minimise them.
6.2.2 External validity
There are several concerns regarding external validity. First, the experiment subjects were third year computer science students, so the results may not be the
same if the subjects were trained professionals with experience in xtUML modelling. During their previous education, students were trained in the structured
programming approach (mostly used in Model 1) and class modeling approach
(used in Model 2 and Model 3). However, students had little previous exposure to
state machines, which were used only in the third model.
The second concern is the representativeness of models used as experiment
objects. All three models are relatively simple and do not represent typical real
world examples. The main reason for such model selection was the limited time
required to understand the application requirements and the limited time of the
experiment. The simple calculator application used in the experiment was suitable
as the experiment object because it was relatively easy to add as much complexity
as necessary. Since this was a relatively small application, we consider that the full
abstraction potential of the xtUML methodology was not taken advantage of.
6.2.3 Construct validity
The results of the experiment show that complexity distribution affects the xtUML
model understandability. However, we should be careful with the possible implications of that conclusion. In terms of vertical and horizontal complexity distribution,
the three models can be ordered: Model 1, Model 2, Model 3, where Model 1 has
the worst and Model 3 the best horizontal and vertical complexity distribution.
However, since those models differ in horizontal as well as in vertical complexity
distribution, we cannot attribute the increased understandability only to better
vertical complexity distribution. This means that in our case, the horizontal and
vertical complexity distribution are confounded and no definite conclusion can be
made if we observe them separately. In other words, we do not know if Model 3 has
the best understandability because of the new abstraction layers or simply because
the largest number of bodies (subroutines) we used to modularize the processing
code into. Both of those approaches are forms of abstractions, but with new layers
we are introducing new types of abstractions (such as classes and state machines)
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while with code modularization we are using subroutines as the only abstraction.
We should also keep in mind the possibility that horizontal and vertical complexity
distributions are not fully independent. As stated in the conclusion of section 5.1.3,
it seems that new levels of abstraction make it easier to make abstractions on subroutine level, i.e. to detect new subroutines. A separate study and an experiment
with different set of models is required to investigate isolated effects of vertical
and horizontal complexity distribution to xtUMl model understandability.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated the influence of cyclomatic complexity distribution on the understandability of xtUML models. We first adapted traditional
cyclomatic complexity metrics to component, class, state machine, and processing
models that constitute an xtUML model. We followed this by specifying equations that calculate the integrated cyclomatic complexity of an xtUML model.
We have also presented two different ways of measuring the complexity distribution: horizontally, among the elements of the same type, and vertically, among the
elements of different types. In order to verify our hypothesis that cyclomatic complexity distribution has an influence on the understandability of xtUML models,
we performed an experiment with student participants in which we evaluated the
understandability of three semantically equivalent xtUML models with different
complexity distributions. The results indicate that better distribution of cyclomatic complexity positively influences model understandability. However, since
models with better understandability have better horizontal and vertical complexity distributions, the effect cannot be attributed to either of them. We speculate
that horizontal and vertical distributions are not independent and that new layers
of abstraction introduce and ease detection of new subroutines which reflects on
the horizontal distribution of complexity.
In our opinion, there are three interesting directions for future work. The first
direction is related to the problem of experiment external validity. In the research
presented in this paper, we have investigated the relationship between cyclomatic
complexity distribution and understandability through experiments with student
participants who have interacted with relatively simple model applications. For
this reason, one possible direction of future work is to perform additional experiments, but this time focused on professional developers interacting with real-world
applications. The second direction for future work is related to the effects of horizontal and vertical complexity distributions on model understandability. As we
already mentioned, in our current experiment models that students were able to
understand better also have better horizontal and vertical distribution. For this
reason, a possible direction for future work is to isolate the effects of horizontal
and the effects of vertical complexity distribution on model understandability. The
third direction for future work is related to deriving a regression model between
cyclomatic complexity distribution and model understandability. Currently, our
experiments were only able to confirm the existence of a relationship between
cyclomatic complexity distribution and model understandability. By performing
more experiments and deriving a regression model between these two variables,
we could develop tools that could help developers develop models with higher
understandability.
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